Based on the multidimensional irreducible paving of De March & Touzi [7] , we provide a multi-dimensional version of the quasi sure duality for the martingale optimal transport problem, thus extending the result of Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [5] . Similar to [5], we also prove a disintegration result which states a natural decomposition of the martingale optimal transport problem on the irreducible components, with pointwise duality verified on each component. As another contribution, we extend the martingale monotonicity principle to the present multi-dimensional setting. Our results hold in dimensions 1, 2, and 3 provided that the target measure is dominated by the Lebesgue measure. More generally, our results hold in any dimension under an assumption which is implied by the Continuum Hypothesis. Finally, in contrast with the one-dimensional setting of [4], we provide an example which illustrates that the smoothness of the coupling function does not imply that pointwise duality holds for compactly supported measures.
Introduction
The problem of martingale optimal transport was introduced as the dual of the problem of robust (model-free) superhedging of exotic derivatives in financial mathematics, see Beiglböck, Henry-Labordère & Penkner [2] in discrete time, and Galichon, Henry-Labordère & Touzi [11] in continuous-time. This robust superhedging problem was introduced by Hobson [19] , and was addressing specific examples of exotic derivatives by means of corresponding solutions of the Skorokhod embedding problem, see [6, 17, 18] , and the survey [16] .
Given two probability measures µ, ν on R d , with finite first order moment, martingale optimal transport differs from standard optimal transport in that the set of all interpolating probability measures Ppµ, νq on the product space is reduced to the subset Mpµ, νq restricted by the martingale condition. We recall from Strassen [23] that Mpµ, νq ‰ H if and only if µ ĺ ν in the convex order, i.e. µpf q ď νpf q for all convex functions f . Notice that the inequality µpf q ď νpf q is a direct consequence of the Jensen inequality, the reverse implication follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem.
This paper focuses on proving that quasi-sure duality holds in higher dimension, thus extending the results by Beiglböck, Nutz and Touzi [5] who prove that quasi-sure duality holds by identifying the polar sets. The structure of these polar sets is given by the critical observation by Beiglböck & Juillet [3] that, in the one-dimensional setting d " 1, any such martingale interpolating probability measure P has a canonical decomposition P " ř kě0 P k , where P k P Mpµ k , ν k q and µ k is the restriction of µ to the so-called irreducible components I k , and ν k :" ş xPI k
Ppdx,¨q, supported in J k for k ě 0, is independent of the choice of P P Mpµ, νq. Here, pI k q kě1 are open intervals, I 0 :" RzpY kě1 I k q, and J k is an augmentation of I k by the inclusion of either one of the endpoints of I k , depending on whether they are charged by the distribution P k .
In [5] , this irreducible decomposition gives a form of compactness of the convex functions on each components, and plays a crucial role for the quasi-sure formulation, and represents an important difference between martingale transport and standard transport. Indeed, while the martingale transport problem is affected by the quasi-sure formulation, the standard optimal transport problem is not changed. We also refer to Ekren & Soner [8] for further functional analytic aspects of this duality.
Our objective in this paper is to extend the quasi-sure duality, find a disintegration on the components, and a monotonicity principle for an arbitrary d´dimensional setting, d ě 1. The main difficulty is that convex functions may lose information when converging. A first attempt to find such duality results was achieved by Ghoussoub, Kim & Lim [12] . Their strategy consists in finding the largest sets on which pointwise monotonicity holds, and prove that it implies a pointwise existence of dual optimisers.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 collects the main technical ingredients needed for the definition of the relaxed dual problem in view of the statement of our main results. Section 3 contains the main results of the paper, namely the duality for the relaxed dual problem, the disintegration of the problem in the irreducible components identified in [7] , and a monotonicity principle. In all the cases there are some claims that hold without any need of assumption, and a second part using Assumption 2.6 defined in the beginning of the section. Section 4 shows the identity with the Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [3] duality theorems in the onedimensional setting, and provides non-intuitive examples, in particular Example 4.1 showing that there is no hope of having pointwise duality. The remaining sections contain the proofs Let Y be another Polish space, and P P PpXˆYq. The corresponding conditional kernel P x is defined by:
Ppdx, dyq " µpdxq b P x pdyq, where µ :" P˝X´1.
We denote by L 0 pX , Yq the set of Borel measurable maps from X to Y. We denote for simplicity L 0 pX q :" L 0 pX ,Rq and L 0 pX q :" L 0 pX ,R`q. For a measure m on X , we denote L 1 pX , mq :" tf P L 0 pX q : mr|f |s ă 8u. We also denote simply L 1 pmq :" L 1 pR, mq and L 1 pmq :" L 1 pR`, mq.
We denote by C the collection of all finite convex functions f : R d ÝÑ R. We denote by
Bf pxq the corresponding subgradient at any point x P R d . We also introduce the collection of all measurable selections in the subgradient, which is nonempty (see e.g. Lemma 9.2 in [7] ),
Let f : R d ÝÑ R, f conv pxq :" suptgpxq such that g : R d ÝÑ R is convex and g ď f u denotes the lower convex envelop of f . We also denote f 8 :" lim inf nÑ8 f n , for any sequence pf n q ně1 of real number, or of real-valued functions. Let I : R d Þ ÝÑ u K be the irreducible components mapping defined in [7] , which is the µ´a.s. unique mapping such that for some p P P Mpµ, νq, ri conv supp p P X " IpXq Ą ri conv supp P X , µ´a.s. for all P P Mpµ, νq.
The relaxed dual problem

Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we consider two probability measures µ and ν on R d with finite first order moment, and µ ĺ ν in the convex order, i.e. νpf q ě µpf q for all f P C. Using the convention 8´8 " 8, we may then define pν´µqpf q P r0, 8s for all f P C.
We denote by Mpµ, νq the collection of all probability measures on R dˆRd with marginals where
Notice that some sequences in Θ µ,ν may generate infinitely many elements of Θ µ,ν . For example, for any nonzero θ P Θ µ,ν , the sequence pθ n q nPN :" p0, θ, 0, θ, ...q generates any θ 1 P Θ µ,ν which is smaller than θ. In particular θ n ù xθ, as n goes to infinity, for all 0 ď x ď 1, which are uncountably many.
Definition 2.3. (i)
A subset T Ă Θ µ,ν is semi-closed if θ P T for all pθ n q ně1 Ă T generating θ (in particular, Θ µ,ν is semi-closed).
(ii) The semi-closure of a subset A Ă Θ µ,ν is the smallest semi-closed set containing A:
A Ă T , and T semi-closed ( .
We next introduce for a ě 0 the set C a :" f P C : pν´µqpf q ď a ( , and r T pµ, νq :" ď aě0 r T a , where T a :" T p f : f P C a , p P Bf ( .
Remark 2.4.
Notice that even though the construction of r T pµ, νq is very similar to the construction of p T pµ, νq in [7] , these objects may be different, see Lemma 5.4 below.
Proposition 2.5. r T pµ, νq is a convex cone.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.9 in [7] , using the fact that for θ, θ n , θ 8 P Θ µ,ν , the generation θ n ù θ 8 implies the generation θ n`θ ù θ 8`θ . l
Structure of polar sets
The main results of this paper require the following assumption.
Assumption 2.6. (i)
For all pθ n q ně1 Ă r T 1 , we may find θ P r T 1 such that θ n ù θ. (ii) IpXq P CYDYR, µ´a.s. for some subsets C, D, R Ă u K with C well ordered, dimpDq Ă t0, 1u,
means that the probabilities in Mpµ, νq do not charge the intersections between frontiers of elements in R, see Figure 1 .
We provide in Section 3.4 some simple sufficient conditions for the last assumption to hold true. In particular, Assumption 2.6 holds true in dimensions d " 1, 2, in dimension 3 with ν dominated by the Lebesgue measure, and in arbitrary dimension under the continuum hypothesis.
Recall that by Theorem 3.7 in [7] , a Borel set N P BpΩq is Mpµ, νq´polar if and only if
with J θ :" domθpX,¨q XJ, for some I ĂJ Ă cl I, characterized µ´a.s. by Ő suppP X|BIpXq Ă JpXqzIpXq " Ő supp p P X|BIpXq , µ´a.s., for some p P P Mpµ, νq, for all P P Mpµ, νq. The definition of p T pµ, νq Ă L 0 pΩq is reported to Subsection 5.2. By Remark 3.5 in [7] , J θ is constant on
Figure 1: No communication between frontiers of elements in R.
Ipxq for all x P R d . Then the random variable J θ is I´measurable. Notice as well that by this remark we have
Where J is characterized in Proposition 2.4 in [7] . These sets J θ are very important for characterising the polar sets. However they are not satisfactory as they may not be convex. We extend the notion in next proposition. Let A Ă Ω, we say that A is martingale monotone if for all finitely supported P P PpΩq, and all competitor P 1 to P, PrAs " 1 if and only if P 1 rAs " 
The proof of Proposition 2.7 is reported in Subsection 5.4. We denote by J pµ, νq (resp. J˝pµ, νq) the set of these modified set-valued mappings J`resp. J˝˘from Proposition 2.7.
Remark 2.8. Let J P J pµ, νq, N ν P N ν , and J˝P J˝pµ, νq from Proposition 2.7. The following holds for r
JpXq, Mpµ, νq´q.s.;
Weakly convex functions
We see from [5] 4.2 that the integral of the dual functions needs to be compensated by a convex (concave in [5] ) moderator to deal with the case µrϕs`νrψs "´8`8. However, they need to define a new concave moderator for each irreducible component before summing them up on the countable components. In higher dimension, as the components may not be countable there may be measurability issues arising. We need to store all these convex moderators in one single moderator which is convex on each component, but that may not be globally convex (see Example 2.14). 
Under these conditions, we write that θ « T p f . Notice that by Remark 2.8, Y P J˝pXq, Mpµ, νq´q.s., whence θ « T p f implies that θ " T p f , Mpµ, νq´q.s. We denote by C µ,ν the collection of all Mpµ, νq-convex functions. Similarly to convex functions, we introduce a convenient notion of subgradient:
which is by definition non-empty. A key ingredient for all the results of this paper is that the sets Θ µ,ν and C µ,ν turn out to be in one-to-one relationship.
2
A set A is said to be [3] , [5] , and [7] are given by Ip´1q " p´2, 0q, and Ip1q " p0, 2q, and the associatedJ mapping is given byJp´1q " r´2, 0s, andJp1q " r0, 2s. By Example 2.17 in this paper, f : R ÝÑ R is Mpµ, νq´convex if it is convex on each irreducible components. See Figure 2 . The next result shows that the weakly convex functions are convex on each irreducible component. Let η :" µ˝I´1, and recall that any J P J pµ, νq is I´measurable by Remark 2.11. Proposition 2.15. Let f P C µ,ν and p P B µ,ν f . Then f is convex on J˝, and proj ∇affJ˝p pqpXq P Bf | J˝p Xq, µ´a.s. Furthermore, we may find r f P C µ,ν and r p P B µ,ν r f such that f " r f , µ`ν´a.s., r p " proj ∇affJ˝p pq, µ´a.s., and r f is convex on J with r p P B r f | I , η-a.s. for some J P J pµ, νq.
The proof of this proposition is reported in Subsection 5.6.
Extended integrals
The following integral is clearly well-defined:
Similar to Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [5] , we need to introduce a convenient extension of this integral. For f P C µ,ν , define: 
We also abuse notation and define for θ P r T pµ, νq, νaµrθs :" inf a ě 0 : θ P r T a ( .
Proposition 2.16.
For f P C µ,ν and θ P r T pµ, νq, we have (i) νaµrf s ě νaµrf s ě 0, and νaµrθs ě S µ,ν pθq ě 0; (ii) if f P C X L 1 pνq, then νaµrf s " νaµrf s " νaµrT p f s " pν´µqrf s, for all p P Bf ; (iii) νaµ and νaµ are homogeneous and convex.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.11 in [7] . l We can prove the next simple characterization of r T pµ, νq, Cpµ, νq and p T pµ, νq in the onedimensional setting. In dimension 1, by Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [5] , there are only countably many irreducible components of full dimension. The other components are points. Then we can write these components I k for k P N like in [5] Proposition 2.3. We also have uniqueness of the Jpxq from Theorem 3.7 in [7] , that is equivalent in dimension 1 to Theorem 3.2. We denote them J k as well. We also take another notation from the paper, µ k and ν k the restrictions of µ and ν to I k and J k , and pν k´µk q extending their Definition 4.2 to non integrable convex functions, which corresponds to the operator νaµ in this paper.
and
This characterization follows from the same argument than the proof of Proposition 3.11 in [7] . We also introduce the pointwise version of the robust superhedging problem:
Problem formulation
where
The following inequalities extending the classical weak duality (2.4) are immediate, 
Duality and attainability
We recall that an upper semianalytic function is a function f : R d Ñ R such that tf ě au is an analytic set for any a P R. In particular, a Borel function is upper semianalytic. This Theorem will be proved in Subsection 5.3.
Remark 3.3.
For an upper-semicontinuous coupling function c, we observe that the duality result S µ,ν pcq " I qs µ,ν pcq " I pw µ,ν pcq holds true, together with the existence of an optimal martingale interpolating measure for the martingale optimal transport problem S µ,ν pcq, without any need to Assumptions 2.6. This is an immediate extension of the result of Beiglböck, Henry-Labordère & Penckner [2] , see also Zaev [27] . However, dual optimizers may not exist in general, see the counterexamples in Beiglböck, Henry-Labordère & Penckner and in Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [5] . Observe that in the one-dimensional case, Beiglböck, Lim & Obłój [4] proved that pointwise duality, and integrability hold for C 2 cost functions together with compactly supported µ, and ν. We show in Example 4.1 below that this result does not extend to higher dimension.
Remark 3.4. An existence result for the robust superhedging problem was proved by Ghoussoub, Kim & Lim [12] . We emphasize that their existence result requires strong regularity conditions on the coupling function c and duality, and is specific to each component of the decomposition in irreducible convex pavings, see Subsection 3.2 below. In particular, their construction does not allow for a global existence result because of non-trivial measurability issues. Our existence result in Theorem 3.2 (ii) by-passes these technical problems, provides global existence of a dual optimizer, and does not require any regularity of the cost function c.
Decomposition on the irreducible convex paving
The measurability of the map I stated in Theorem 2.1 (i) in [7] , induces a decomposition of any function on the irreducible paving by conditioning on I. We shall denote η :" µ˝I´1, and set
Similar to the one-dimensional context of Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [5] , it turns out that the martingale transport problem reduces to componentwise irreducible martingale transport problems for which the quasi-sure formulation and the pointwise one are equivalent. For P P Mpµ, νq, we shall denote ν P I :" P˝pY |X P Iq´1 and P I :" P˝ppX, Y q|X P Iq´1. 
Martingale monotonicity principle
As a consequence of the last duality result, we now provide the martingale version of the monotonicity principle which extends the corresponding result in standard optimal transport theory, see Theorem 5.10 in Villani [25] . The following monotonicity principle states that the optimality of a martingale measure reduces to a property of the corresponding support.
The one-dimensional martingale monotonicity principle was introduced by Beiglböck & Juillet [3] , see also Zaev [27] , and Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [5] . (a) Any solution P of S µ,ν pcq, is concentrated on Γ; (b) we may find θ P p T pµ, νq and
is c-martingale monotone, and for any optimizer P˚of S µ,ν pcq, we have that any optimizer
(ii) if Assumption 2.6 holds, we may find a universally measurable Γ 1 Ă N c , for some canonical
Recall that pointwise we have c ď ϕpXq`ψ IpXq pY q`h b . We set Γ :" tc " ϕpXq`ψ IpXq pY q`h b ă 8u.
(i) If P˚is optimal for the primal problem then,
As ϕpXq`ψ IpXq pY q`h b´c ě 0, and the expectation of c is finite, and therefore P˚rc ă 8s " 1, it follows that P˚is concentrated on Γ.
( If Assumption 2.6 holds, we consider pϕ 1 , ψ 1 , h 1 q P D qs µ,ν pcq from the second part of Theorem 3.5. Let a canonical N P N µ,ν be such that c "
Similarly, (i) and (ii) hold.
(iii) By definition of Θ µ,ν , for P 0 with finite support, supported on Γ Ă N c , and P 1 competitor to P 0 . As N c is canonical, it is martingale monotone by definition. Then P 1 rN c s " 1, and therefore
Finally, by definition we have Γ Ă N c . l
Then we may chose Γ such that a measure P P Mpµ, νq is optimal for S µ,ν pcq if and only if it is concentrated on Γ. Indeed, with the notations from the previous proof, if P P Mpµ, νq is concentrated on Γ, Prϕ ' ψ`h b´c s " 0 and as Prϕ ' ψ`h b s " µrϕs'νrψs because of the invariance,
On Assumption 2.6
Proposition 3.10. Assumption 2.6 holds true under either one of the following conditions:
iv) is implied by either one of (i), (ii), and (iii).
This proposition is proved in Subsection 6.1. 
Measurability and regularity of the dual functions
In the main theorem, only ϕ ' ψ`h b has some measurability. However, we may get some measurability on the separated dual optimizers.
(ii) under any one of the conditions of Proposition 3.10, we may find
Furthermore, the canonical set from Theorem 2.10, and the set Γ 1 from Theorem 3.8 may be chosen to be Borel measurable, and tY P JpXqu (resp. tY P J˝pXqu) for J P J pµ, νq (resp. J˝P J˝pµ, νq) may be chosen to be analytically measurable.
The proof of this proposition is reported to Subsection 5.6. We may as well prove some regularity of the dual functions, provided that the cost function has some appropriate regularity. This Lemma is very close to Theorem 2.3 (1) in [12] . Lemma 3.17. Let c : Ω Ñ R`be upper semi-analytic. We assume that x Þ ÝÑ cpx, yq is locally Lipschitz in x, uniformly in y, and that S µ,ν pcq " S µ,ν pϕ ' ψ`h b q ă 8, with ϕ : 
Examples
Pointwise duality failing in higher dimension
In the one-dimensional case, Beiglböck, Lim & Obłój [4] proved that pointwise duality, and integrability hold for C 2 cost functions together with compactly supported µ, and ν. We believe that integrability may hold in higher dimension, and strong monotonicity holds. However the following example shows that dual attainability does not hold with such generality for a dimension higher than 2.
Example 4.1. Let y´´:" p´1,´1q, y´`:" p´1, 1q, y`´:" p1,´1q, y``:" p1, 1q, y 0´: " p0,´1q, y 0`: " p0, 1q, y 00 :" p0, 0q, y`0 :" p1, 0q, C :" convpy´´, y´`, y`´, y``q, 
(See Figure 3) . Let c be smooth, equal to 1 in the neighborhood of px 0 , y 1 q and 0 at a distance higher than We justify Remark 4.3 in Subsection 6.1.
Coupling by elliptic diffusion
Figure 3: Disintegration on an irreducible component is not irreducible.
F´Brownian motion W , and X a random variable F 0´m easurable with X 0 " µ. Consider the bounded stopping time τ :" 1^inftt ě 0 :
W t P BCu, and ν, the law of X 0`Wτ . We have µ ĺ ν in convex order, as the law P of pX, Y q :" pX 0 , X 0`Wτ q is clearly a martingale coupling. However, observe that p :" PrX " x 1 , Y P Cs ą 0, and that by symmetry PrY |X " 
Proof of the main results
Moderated duality
Let c ě 0, we define the moderated dual set of c by
We then define for pφ,ψ,h, θq P D This Theorem will be proved in Subsection 5.3.
Definitions
We first need to recall some concepts from [7] . For a subset A Ă R d and a P R d , we introduce the face of A relative to a (also denoted a´relative face of A): rf a A :" y P A : pa´εpyá q, y`εpy´aqq Ă A, for some ε ą 0 ( . Now denote for all θ : Ω ÑR:
For θ 1 , θ 2 : Ω ÝÑ R, we say that
The main ingredient for our extension is the following.
Definition 5.2. A measurable function θ : Ω Ñ R`is a tangent convex function if
θpx,¨q is convex, and θpx, xq " 0, for all x P R d .
We denote by Θ the set of tangent convex functions, and we define
Recall the definition for a ě 0, of the set C a :" f P C : pν´µqpf q ď a ( , we introduce
T a , where p T a :" { TpC a q, and T`C a˘:
Similar to νaµ for r T pµ, νq, we now introduce the extended pν´µq´integral:
Duality result
As a preparation for the proof of Theorem 5.1, we prove the following Lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1 By Theorem 3.8 in [7] , we may find pφ,ψ,h, aµrθs " S µ,ν pcq. As Assumption 2.6 holds, by Proposition 2.13, we get f P C µ,ν and p P B µ,ν f such that T p f " θ, q.s. Therefore, by definition we have νaµrf s ď ν p aµrθs. Then we denote ϕ :"φ´f , ψ :"ψ`f , and h :"h´p.
S µ,ν pT p f q ď νaµrf s by Proposition 2.16 (i), we have νaµrf s :" νaµrf s " νaµrf s, and therefore f is a Mpµ, νq´convex moderator for pϕ, ψq, and as µrϕ`f s`µrψ´f s`νaµrf s " S µ,ν pcq, the duality result, and attainment are proved. l
Structure of polar sets
Proof of Proposition 2.7
Step 1: Let a Borel N P N µ,ν such that θ is a N´tangent convex function. 
We have
Notice that as µrϕ 1 s`νrψ 1 s " 0, tϕ 1 " 8u P N µ and tψ 1 " 8u P N ν . We also have
Thanks to these modifications, ϕ 1 , ψ 1 , and θ 1 only take the values 0 or 8.
Step 2: Now let a Borel set N 1 P N µ,ν be such that θ 1 is a N 1´t angent convex function. Then similar to what was done for N , we may find pϕ 2 , ψ 2 , θ 2 q P L 1 pµqˆL 1 pνqˆr T pµ, νq such that
Iterating this process for all k ě 2, we define pN k , ϕ k , ψ k , θ k q for all k ě 1. Now let
Let N 0 µ :" pdomϕ 8 q c , and N 0 ν :" pdomψ 8 q c . Notice that µrϕ 8 s " νrψ 8 s " 0, and therefore, pN 0 µ , N 0 ν q P N µˆNν . We now fix pN 0 µ , N 0 ν q Ă pN µ , N ν q P N µˆNν , and denote ϕ :" 81 Nµ , and ψ :" 81 Nν .
Recall that JpXq :" conv dom`θ 1 pX,¨q`ψ˘XaffIpXq " conv D 8 pXqXaffD 8 pXq, where we denote D 8 pXq :" dom`θ 1 pX,¨q`ψ˘By Proposition 2.1 (ii) in [7] , conv D 8 pxqzrf x conv D 8 pxq is convex for x P R d . Therefore, we may find upxq P paffrf x conv D 8 pxq´xq K such that y P conv D 8 pxqzrf x conv D 8 pxq implies that upxq¨py´xq ą 0 by the Hahn-Banach theorem, so that
with the convention 8´8 " 8. Finally,
We proved the inclusion from (ii).
Step 3: Now we prove that N 1c is martingale monotone, which is the end of (ii). Let P with finite support such that PrN 1c s " 1, and P 1 a competitor to P. Let k ě 1, we have PrN c k s " 1 by (5.3), therefore, as θ k is a N k´t angent convex function, P 1 rθ k s ď Prθ k s, therefore, as by (5.3) we have that Prdomθ k s " 1, we also have that P 1 rdomθ k s " 1. As this holds for all k ě 1, and for N and the N´tangent convex function θ, we have P 1 rdomθ 1 s " 1. Now as Prdomϕˆdomψs " 1, we clearly have P 1 rdomϕˆdomψs " 1. Recall that by construction, dom`θ 1`ϕ 'ψ˘"`81 θ 1 "8`ϕ 'ψ˘´1p0q, therefore, Pr81 θ 1 "8`ϕ 'ψs " P 1 r81 θ 1 "8`ϕ 'ψs " 0. Let n ě 1, Pr81 θ 1 "8`n u b`ϕ ' ψs " P 1 r81 θ 1 "8`n u b`ϕ ' ψs " 0. As u b is negative only where the rest of the function is infinite, 81 θ 1 "8`n u b`ϕ ' ψ ě 0 for all n ě 1. Then by monotone convergence theorem,
Therefore, P 1 rN 1 s " 0, proving that N 1c is martingale monotone.
Step 4: Now we prove that JpXq " conv`JpXqzN ν˘Ă domθpX,¨q, which is the first part of (i).
dom`pθ
Passing to the convex hull, we get JpXq " conv`JpXq X domψ˘" conv`JpXqzN ν˘a s N ν " tψ " 8u.
Step 5: Now we prove that JpXq Ă domθ 1 pX,¨q Ă domθpX,¨q, which is the second part of (i). Let x P R d , and y P Jpxq. Then y " ř i λ i y i , convex combination, with py i q Ă domθ 1 px,¨q X domψ. Let P :" ř i λ i δ px,y i q`δpy,yq . Let k ě 1, PrN c k YtX " Y us " 1, Prθ k s ă 8, and therefore, as P 1 :" ř i λ i δ py,y i q`δpx,yq is a competitor to P, P 1 rθ k s ď Prθ k s ă 8, and y P domθ k px,¨q. Jpxq Ă domθ k px,¨q for all k ě 1, JpXq Ă domθ 1 pX,¨q on N c µ .
Step 6: Now we prove that up to choosing well I, and up to a modification of J on a µ´null set, I Ă J ĂJ Ă cl I, and J is constant on Ipxq, for all x P R d , which is the part concerning J of the end of (iii).
We have that tIpxq, x P R d u is a partition of R d , I ĂJ Ă cl I, andJ is constant on Ipxq for all x. By looking at the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [7] , we may enlarge the µ´null set N I µ P N µ such that I " tXu on`Y x 1 RN I µ Ipx 1 q˘c. We do so by requiring that N µ Ă N I µ . Now we prove that J is constant on IpXq, µ´a.s. Let x 1 , x 2 P domϕ 8 , and y P dompθ 8`8 u b 8 qpx 1 ,¨q X domψ 8 , then y´ǫpy´x 2 q P Ipx 2 q for ǫ ą 0 small enough, as x 2 P riIpx 2 q " riIpx 1 q, and y P cl Ipx 1 q, as JpXq ĂJ pXq Ă cl IpXq by (5.1). Then we may find x 1 " ř i λ i y i`λ y, convex combination, with py i q Ă dompθ 8`8 u b 8 qpx 1 ,¨q X domψ 8 , and λ ą 0. Then let P :" Taking the convex hull, we get Jpx 1 q " Jpx 2 q.
Step 7: Now we prove that thanks to the modification of I and J, we have that J˝is constant on all Ipxq, for x P R d , and that J Ă J˝Ă J, which is the remaining part of (iii). By its definition, we see that the dependence of J˝in x stems from a direct dependence in Jpxq. The map J is constant on each Ipxq, x P R d , whence the same property for J˝. Now for Ipxq R IpN c µ q, all these maps are equal to txu, whence the inclusions and the constance. Now we claim that for x, x 1 P R d such that x 1 P Jpxq, we have Jpx 1 q Ă Jpxq. This claim will be justified in (iii) of the proof of Remark 2.8 above. Now if x 1 P JpxqzN µ Ă Jpxq, we have as a consequence that Jpx 1 q Ă Jpxq, and therefore Ipx 1 q Ă Jpxq. We proved that J˝Ă J.
Finally by Proposition 2.4 in [7] , we may find p P P Mpµ, νq such that JpXqzIpXq Ă ty : (ii) Let x, x 1 P R d , we prove that Jpxq X Jpx 1 q " aff`Jpxq X Jpx 1 q˘X Jpxq. The direct inclusion is trivial, let us prove the indirect inclusion. We first assume that x, x 1 P N c µ . We claim that
This claim will be proved in (iii). If Jpxq X Jpx 1 q " H, the assertion is trivial, we assume now that this intersection is non-empty. Let y 1 , ..., y k P Jpxq X Jpx 1 qzN 1 ν with k ě 1, spanning aff`Jpxq X Jpx 1 qzN 1 ν˘. Let y P aff`Jpxq X Jpx 1 q˘X Jpxq, and y 1 "
1 k ř i y k . We have y 1 P ri convpy 1 , ..., y k q and y P aff convpy 1 , ..., y k q, therefore, for ε ą 0 small enough, εy`p1´εqy 1 P ri convpy 1 , ..., y k q Ă Jpxq X Jpx 1 q Ă Jpx 1 q " conv`Jpx 1 qzN ν˘b y (i). Then, for ε small enough, 2 RNµ Ipx 2 q, If it is x, then Ipxq " Jpxq " txu, and if x P Jpx 1 q, then the result is txu " txu, else it is H " H. If it is x 1 , then if x 1 P Jpxq, the result is tx 1 u " tx 1 u, otherwise, it is again H " H. In all the cases, the result holds. 
, and by (iv), so does its competitor P 1 :" Proof of Theorem 2.10 Let pN µ , N ν q P N µˆNν , and J P J pµ, νq. The "if" part holds as Y P JpXq, X R N µ , and Y R N ν q.s. Now, consider an analytic set N P N µ,ν . Then c :" 81 N is upper semi-analytic nonnegative. Notice that S µ,ν pcq " 0. By Theorem 5.1, we may find pϕ, ψ, h, θq P D Ć mod µ,ν pcq such that µrϕs`νrψs`ν p aµrθs " S µ,ν pcq " 0. Then by the pointwise inequality 81 N ď ϕbψ`h b`θ , on tY P aff rf X conv DpXqu, with DpXq " dom`θpX,¨q`ψ˘, we get that 
for some N µ P N µ , and N ν Ă N ν P N ν . By Proposition 2.7 (i) and (iv), N 0 may be chosen canonical up to enlarging N µ . l
Decomposition in irreducible martingale optimal transports
In order to prove theorem 3.5, we first need to establish the following lemma. 
η´a.s. Integrating this inequality with respect to η, and using Fatou's Lemma, we get ż
Then p θ 8 P T . Hence, T is µbpw´Fatou closed, and therefore p T a Ă T . Now let p θ P p T pµ, νq, with l :" ν p aµr p θs. By the previous step, for all n ě 1, we may find We prove the second part of the Lemma similarly, using Assumption 2.6 instead of Lemma 2.12 in [7] . l
For the proof of next result, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 5.6. Let θ P p T pµ, νq, m X :" µrX|IpXqs, and f X p¨q :" θpm X ,¨q. Then we may find a µ´unique measurable p ppXq P affIpXq´X such that for some
Proof. We consider N µ P N µ from Proposition 2.10 in [7] , so that for x 1 , x 2 R N µ , y 1 , y 2 P R d , and λ P r0, 1s withȳ :" λy 1`p 1´λqy 2 P dom x 1 θ X dom x 2 θ, we have:
By possibly enlarging N µ , we may suppose in addition that Ipxq Ă dom x θ for all x P N c µ . For x P N c µ and y P dom x θ, we define H x pyq :" f x pyq´f x pxq´θpx, yq. By (5.7), H x is affine on aff dom x θ X domθpx,¨q. Indeed let y 1 P aff dom x θ X domθpx,¨q, y 2 P dom x θ, and 0 ď λ ď 1, thenȳ :" λy 1`p 1´λqy 2 P dom x θ and
" λθpm x , y 1 q`p1´λqθpm x , y 2 q´λθpx, y 1 q´p1´λqθpx, y 2 q´θpm x , xq " λH x py 1 q`p1´λqH x py 2 q We notice as well that H x pxq " 0. Then we may find a unique p ppxq P affIpxq´x so that for y P dom x θ, H x pyq " p ppxq¨py´xq. p ppXq is measurable and unique on N c µ , and therefore µ´a.e. unique. For y P aff dom x θ X domθpx,¨q, it gives the desired equality (5.6). Now for y P aff dom x θ X domθpx,¨q c , let 0 ă λ ă 1 such thatȳ :" λx`p1´λqy P dom x θ. By (5.7), λθpx, xq`p1´λqθpx, yq´θpx,ȳq " λf x pxq`p1´λqf x pyq´f x pȳq, and therefore θpx, yq is finite if and only if f x pyq is finite. This proves that (5.6) holds for y P aff dom x θ. l Proof of Theorem 3.5 For P P Mpµ, νq, I 0 P IpR d q, we have by definition of the supremum,
where we denote by P I a conditional disintegration of P with respect to the random variable I. Now we consider a minimizer for the dual problem pφ,ψ,h, p θq P D mod µ,ν pcq and θ 1 P p T pµ, νq such that θ ď θ 1 , ν p aµrθ 1 s ď ν p aµrθs, and ş IpR d q ν P I p aµ I rθ 1 sηpdIq ď ν p aµrθs from Lemma 5.5. Recall the notation m X :" µrX|IpXqs " PrY |IpXqs, by the martingale property, and let f X pY q :" θ 1 pm X , Y q. From Lemma 5.6, we have θ 1 pX, Y q " f X pY q´f X pXq´p X pXq¨pY´Xq, with p X P Bf X pXq, Mpµ, νq´q.s. Then let ϕ :"φ´f X , ψ I pXq :"ψpY q`f X pY q, h :"h´p X .
Integrating with respect to η, we get:
Taking the supremum over P:
Then all the inequalities are equalities by the duality Theorem 3.8 in [7] . We consider P˚such that P˚rcs " S µ,ν pcq " I mod µ,ν pcq gives us that there is an optimizer.
Then all these inequalities are equalities by duality. The second part is proved similarly, using the second part of Lemma 5.5. l
Properties of the weakly convex functions
The proof of Proposition 2.13 is very technical and requires several lemmas as a preparation.
Lemma 5.7. Let N µ P N µ , we may find N µ Ă N 1 µ P N µ , and a Borel mapping ri u
Proof. We may approximate N c µ from inside by a countable non-decreasing sequence of compacts pK n q ně1 :
For n P N, the mapping I n : x Þ Ñ x`p1´1{nq`cl Ipxq´x˘X K n is measurable with closed values. Then we deduce from Theorem 4.1 of the survey on measurable selection [26] that we may find a measurable selection m n : µ . However, we want to find a map from u K to R d . Consider again the mapm I :" E µ rX|Is. Notice thatm I P I by the convexity of I, and that it is constant on Ipxq, for all x P R d . Then the map m I :" m 1 pm I q satisfies the requirements of the lemma. l
We fix a N´tangent convex function θ P r T pµ, νq. Let N 0 :" tX P N 0 µ u Y tY P N ν u Y tY R JpXqu P N µ,ν , a canonical polar set such that pN 0 q c Ă N c X domθ from Proposition 2.7. Consider the map m I given by Lemma 5.7 
By Proposition 2.7 together with the fact that N µ Ą N 0 µ , we may chose the map I so that
Lemma 5.8. We may find J˝P J˝pµ, νq such that tY P J˝pXq, X R N µ u Ă N c X domθ, convJ˝" J " conv`JzN ν˘, and conv`J˝pxqXJ˝px 1 q˘"
Proof. The map defined by J˝pxq :" Y x 1 PJpxqzNµ Ipx 1 qYJpxqzN ν is in J˝pµ, νq. By Proposition 2.7, J˝Ă J, therefore J˝Ă J " convpJzN ν q Ă conv domθpX,¨q " domθpX,¨q on N c µ , whence the inclusion tY P J˝pXq, X R N µ u Ă domθ. Now we prove that tY P J˝pXq,
, by Proposition 2.7, y P Jpxq X Jpx 1 q " conv`Jpxq X Jpx 1 qzN ν˘. Then we may find y 1 , ..., y k P Jpxq X Jpx 1 qzN ν such that y " ř i λ i y i , convex combination. We also have y P N c x 1 , then P :" Proof. Let a x :" f Ipxq´fIpxq pxq´θpx,¨q. We claim that a x is affine on J˝pxq, for all x R N µ , i.e. we may find a measurable map p p on N c µ such that, by the above definition of a x together with the fact that a x pxq " 0,
Now we prove the claim. Let x R N µ , and y, y 1 , ..., y k P J˝pxq, for some k P N, such that
Notice that P, and P 1 are competitors with finite supports, concentrated on N c , by the fact that Recall that we want to find f : R d ÝÑ R, and p :
A good candidate for f would be f I , in view of (5.9). However f defined this way could mismatch at the interface between two components. We now focus on the interface between components. Let K,
Then f pyq :" f K pyq`A K pyq does not depend of the choice of K such that y P J˝pm K q, and if we set ppyq :" p ppyq`∇A Ipyq , we have
where the last equality comes from the fact the A I is affine in y. Then Lemma 5.9 concludes the proof. l
We now use Assumption 2.6 (ii) to prove the existence of a family pA K q K satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.10. Let C Ă u K, D Ă u K, and R Ă u K from Assumption 2.6 such that
s. with C well ordered, dimpDq Ă t0, 1u, and
Lemma 5.11. We assume Assumption 2.6, and the existence of Proof. We define A K by for K P C Y R. If this set is non-empty, we fix
Otherwise, we set A K pxq :" 0, and set A K to be the only affine function on K that has the right values at the endpoints, and has a derivative orthogonal to K, which exists as K is at most one-dimensional.
We define A K " 0 for all the remaining K P IpR d q. Now we check that pA K q K satisfies the right conditions at the interfaces. Let K, K 1 P IpR d q such that interfpK, K 1 q ‰ H. If K P D, or K 1 P D, the value at endpoints has been adapted to get the desired value. Now we treat the remaining case, we assume that K,
. Property (i) applied to pK, K, Kq implies that T K K " 0, and therefore, (i) applied to pK 0 , K, Kq gives that
Proof. First, by the fact that interfpK,
is finite on interfpK, K 1 q. Now we prove that this map is affine, let y 1 , ..., y k , y 1 1 , ..., y 1
i q are competitors that are concentrated on tY P J˝pXq, X R N µ u Ă N c by Lemma 5.8. Therefore, by Definition 2.1 (ii) we have
Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.6, we have that a is affine on interfpK, K 1 q.
" 0.
Proof. Let p P F 2 , we denote H p :" H p 2 p 1 , interfppq :" interfpp 1 , p 2 q, and the linear map
Affpaff interfppq, Rq, and if we denote t i,j :" pt i , t j q P F 2 for t P F 3 and i, j P t1, 2, 3u, let the other linear map
Notice that the result may be written in terms of f and g as 
where L j p :"
ı is a signed measure with finite support in tY P JpXqzN ν , X R N µ u. We now study the marginals of L j p : we have obviously from its definition that L j p rY " ys " 0 for all
, and L j p rX " xs " 0 for all other x P R d . Finally we look at its conditional barycenter: 
Furthermore, L is supported on tY P JpXqzN ν , X R N µ u Ă N c like each L j p . We claim that LrY |Xs " 0, this claim will be justified at the end of this proof. Then we consider the Jordan decomposition L " L`´L´with L`the positive part of L and L´its negative part. By the fact that LrR d s " 0, we have the decomposition L " CpP`´P´q, for C " L`rR d s "´L´rR d s ě 0. Then P`and P´are two finitely supported probabilities concentrated on N c . By the fact that LrXs " LrY s " LrY |Xs " 0, P`, and P´are furthermore competitors, then by Definition 2.1 (ii), P`rθs " P´rθs, and therefore @ pA t q tPF 3 , f`pH p q pPF 2˘D " Lrθs " 0, which concludes the proof.
It remains to prove the claim that LrY |Xs " 0. Recall that pA t q tPF 3 P f pkergq K . Let Then c ď ϕ 1 ' ψ`h 1b , and therefore, Prϕ 1 ' ψ`h 1b s ě Prcs is well defined. Subtracting
Finally, taking the supremum over P, we get µrϕ 1´ϕ s ě S µ,ν pcq´S µ,ν pϕ ' ψ`h b q " 0. As ϕ 1´ϕ ď 0, this shows that ϕ 1 " ϕ, µ´a.e. Now For r ě 1, and y " ř r i"1 λ i y i , x Þ ÝÑ ř r i"1 λ i`ψ py i q´cpx, y i q˘is locally Lipschitz. By taking the infimum, we get that for x P D, f x pyq is uniformly Lipschitz in x. Furthermore, f x is convex on the relative interior of its domain D, and therefore locally Lipschitz on it. We claim that for the convex function f x , the Lipschitz constant on a compact K Ă D is bounded by
, where δ " inf px,yqPKˆK 1 |x´y|, for any compact K 1 Ă D such that K Ă ri K 1 (cf proof of Theorem 9.3 in [7] ). Then if we fix K and K 1 , the Lipschitz constant of f x is dominated on K as x Þ ÝÑ pmax 1 K f x , min K f x q is Locally Lipschitz. Then for K Ă D compact, we may find L, and L 1 , Lipschitz constants for both variables. Finally, for x 1 , x 2 P B,
In the proof of Theorem 9.3 in [7] , the bound
is in fact a bound for the subgradients of f x . As´h 1 is a subgradient of f x in x, its component in affD´x 0 (for some
6 Verification of Assumptions 2.6
Marginals for which the assumption holds
In preparation to prove Proposition 3.10, we first need to prove two lemmas. Then for all pθ n q ně1 Ă r T 1 , we may find θ P r T 1 such that θ n ù θ.
Proof. Let Q P PpΩq satisfying (6.1). Let Q 1 :"
q is chosen such that tf n pxq : n ě 1u Ă affIpxq is dense in affIpxq for all
Step 2 in the proof of Proposition 2.7 in [7] ). Then by Komlós lemma, we may find p θ n P convpθ k , k ě nq such that p θ n converges Q 1´a .s. Therefore, p θ n converges q.s. to θ :" p θ 8 . As p θ n P convpθ k , k ě nq, we have the inequality p θ 8 ě θ 8 . We also have by Fatou's lemma Pr p θ 8 s ď lim inf nÑ8 Pr p θ n s ď lim sup nÑ8 Prθ n s, for all P P PpΩq. Finally we need to prove that θ P Θ µ,ν . For n ě 1, let N n P N µ,ν be the set from Definition 2.1 for θ n , and let N cvg P N µ,ν be the set where p θ n does not converge. We set N :" Y ně1 N n Y N cvg P N µ,ν . As θ n pX, Xq " 0 for all n ě 1, we have obviously tX " Y u Ă N c cvg , and tX " Y u Ă N c . By convexity of θ n px,¨q, the µpdxq b ř ně1 2´nδ fnpxq pdyq´convergence implies pointwise convergence of θpX,¨q on IpXq, µ´a.s. as in the case of µbpw´convergence. Then θpx,¨q is convex on N c x by passing to the limit, IpXq Ă N c X , µ´a.s. By Lemma 6.1 in [7] , we may chose N µ P N µ so that if N µ Q N 1 µ Ą N µ , then tY P IpXqu X tX P N 1c µ u is a Borel set, and therefore, the function 1 tY PIpXquXtXPN 1c µ u θ 8 is Borel and Definition 2.1 (iv) holds. For P with finite support on N c , and P 1 competitor to P, Prθs " lim nÑ8 Pr p θ n s, and P 1 rθs ď lim inf nÑ8 P 1 r p θ n s by Fatou's Lemma. As for all n ě 1, Pr p θ n s ě P 1 r p θ n s, we get the inequality Prθs ě P 1 rθs. Furthermore, if we suppose to the contrary that tωu :" supp P 1 X N is a singleton, ω R N n for all n ě 1 by Definition 2.1 (iii). Then for all n ě 1, Prθ n s " P 1 rθ n s, and P 1 rωsθ n pωq " Prθ n s´P 1 rθ n 1 Ωztωu s. Then as the term on the right of this equality converges, θ n pωq converges as well, and ω P N c . We got the contradiction, (iii) of Definition 2.1 holds. [9] ), for all ǫ ą 0, we may find K ǫ Ă tdim IpXq " d´1u with µrK ǫ s ě µrdim IpXq " d´1s´ǫ, on which I is continuous. We may also assume that K ǫ is compact. Then for all x P K ǫ such that dim Ipxq " d´1, Ipxq contains a closed d´1´dimensional ball B x :" Ipxq X B rx pxq for some r x ą 0. As I is continuous on K ǫ , we may find ǫ x ą 0 such that for x 1 P B ǫx pxq, B x Ă proj affIpxq`I px 1 q˘, and such that the angle between the normals of Ipxq and Ipx 1 q is smaller than η :" π{4 ă π{2. We denote l x the line from x, normal to Ipxq. The balls B ǫx pxq cover K ǫ , then by the compactness of K ǫ , we may consider Then summing up on all the 1 ď i ď k and by the fact that ν is dominated by the Lebesgue measure, we get νrY xPKǫ BIpxqs " 0, so that for all P P Mpµ, νq, we have PrY P BIpXq, dim IpXq " d´1s ď PrX R K ǫ , dim IpXq " d´1s`PrY P Y xPKǫ BIpxqs ď ǫ.
As this holds for all ǫ ą 0 and for all P P Mpµ, νq, the lemma is proved. l Proof of Proposition 3.10 Let us first prove the equivalence from (i). First for P P Mpµ, νq.
As Y P IpXq, P-a.s., we have IpXq " IpY q, P´a.s., and therefore, for all A P BpKq, ν˝I´1rAs " PrIpY q P As " PrIpXq P As " µrIpXq P As " µ˝I´1rAs
Conversely, suppose that µ˝I´1 " ν˝I´1. We will prove by backward induction on 0 ď k ď d`1 that Y P IpXq, Mpµ, νq-q.s., conditionally to dim IpXq ě k. For k " d`1 this is trivial because the dimension is lower than d. Now for k P N we suppose that the property is true for k 1 ą k. Then conditionally to dim Ipxq " k, we have that Y P cl IpXq, q.s. Then for P P Mpµ, νq, Prdim IpY q " ks " PrY P IpXq and dim IpXq " ks`PrY P BIpXq and dim IpXq ą ks By the induction hypothesis, PrY P BIpXq and dim IpXq ą ks " 0. (i) gives that Prdim IpY q " ks " Prdim IpXq " ks. Then
Prdim IpXq " ks " PrY P IpXq and dim IpXq " ks, implying that P´a.s., dim IpXq " k ùñ Y P IpXq. As holds true for all P P Mpµ, νq, combined with the induction hypothesis, we proved the result at rank k. By induction, Y P IpXq, q.s. The equivalence is proved.
It remains to show that (iv) is implied by all the other conditions. If (i) holds, Y xPR d IpxqB Ipxq P N µ,ν then (iv) holds with C " D " H, and R :" IpR d q. If (ii) holds, as IpR d q is a partition of R d , there can be at most countably many components with full dimension. Therefore (iv) holds with C :" Iptdim I " duq, and D :" tdim I ď 1u. Now we suppose (iii), by Lemma 6.2, Y R BIpXq if dim IpXq " d´1, Mpµ, νq´q.s. Then we just set D :" tdim I ď 1u, C :" tdim I " du, and R :" tdim I " d´1u. Now we prove the claim.
We suppose that (iv) holds. The second part of the proposition follows from the fact that a countable set can be well ordered. Now let us deal with the first part. According to Lemma 6.1, we just need to find a probability measure Q that implies the quasi-sure convergence of functions in r T 1 . This is possible thanks to the convexity of these functions in the second variable: the interior of the components can be dealt with µpdxq b ř ně1 2´nδ fnpxq pdyq, where pf n q ně1 Ă L 0 pR d , R d q is chosen such that tf n pxq : n ě 1u Ă affIpxq is dense in affIpxq for all x P R d (see the proof of Lemma 6.1).
For the boundaries, the measure µbν will deal with the countable components of C. Indeed, let K P C such that ηrKs ą 0. Let pθ n q n Ă r T 1 , converging µpdxq b ř ně1 2´nδ fnpxq pdyq`µ b ν´a.s. to some function θ. We already have that θ n px,¨q ÝÑ θpx,¨q on K for all x P N c µ X K, for some N µ P N µ by the previous step. For all n ě 1, let N n P N µ,ν be such that θ n is a N n´t angent convex function. By (2.5) and by possibly enlarging the µ´null set N µ , we may assume that we may find pN ν , θq P N νˆp T pµ, νq such that N c µˆN c ν X tY P J θ pXqu Ă N c :" pY ně1 N n q c , and that N c µˆt Y P IpXqu Ă N c . Then for x, x 1 P N c µ X K, x 0 P K, and y P J θ pxqzpK Y N ν q, let the probability measures 4P :" δ x,x 0`δ x,y`2 δ x 1 ,y 1 , and 4P 1 :" δ x 1 ,x 0`δ x 1 ,y`2 δ x,y 1 with y 1 :" 1 2 py`x 0 q. Let n ě 1, notice that P and P 1 are competitors and concentrated on N n , then by θ n´m artingale monotonicity of N n , we have θ n px, x 0 q`θ n px, yq`2θ n px 1 , y 1 q " θ n px 1 , x 0 q`θ n px 1 , yq`2θ n px, y 1 q.
We re-order the terms θ n px, yq´2θ n px, y 1 q`θ n px, x 0 q " θ n px 1 , yq´2θ n px 1 , y 1 q`θ n px 1 , x 0 q. (6.2)
Then θ n px, yq´2θ n px, y 1 q`θ n px, x 0 q does not depend on the choice of x P K X N c µ . As we assumed that θ n converges µpdxq b ř ně1 2´nδ fnpxq pdyq`µ b ν´a.s. by possibly enlarging N µ , without loss of generality, we may assume that for all x P N c µ , θ n px,¨q converges pointwise to θ on Ipxq, and θ n px, Y q converges ν´a.s. Let x 1 P N c µ X K, up to enlarging N ν , we may assume that θ n px 1 , yq converges to θpx 1 , yq for all y P N c ν . Then if x, y P pK X N c µ qˆN c ν , and x P K, identity (6.2) implies that θ n px, yq converges, as all the other terms have a limit, and θpx, y 1 q and θpx 1 , y 1 q are finite. Now for P P Mpµ, νq, PrpK X N c µ qˆN c ν s " ηrKs. Then θ n converges P´a.s. on KˆR d . This holds for all K P C, and P P Mpµ, νq.
For the 1-dimensional components of D, if we call apxq and bpxq their (measurably selected) endpoints, the measure µpdxq b δ apxq`δbpxq 2 will fit. Finally, in the case of the components in R, for all probability P P Mpµ, νq, P x does not send mass to BK for µ´a.e. x P K P R by assumption. We take Proof of Proposition 3.14 Axiom of choice on R implies that R can be well-ordered, which proves that Assumption 2.6 (ii) holds. Now let us prove the first part. For pθ n q ně1 Ă r T 1 , we denote θ :" mpθ n q. The Proposition is proved if we show that θ n ù θ. θ " mpθ n q ě θ 8 by linearity of a medial limit together with Definition 6.3 (i) and (ii). Let P P PpΩq, Prθs ď mpPrθ n sq ď lim sup nÑ8 Prθ n s by (6.8) . Finally the linearity combined with Definition 6.3 (i) give that θ P Θ µ,ν , as it is a property of comparison of linear combinations of values of θ, θ is a H´tangent convex function. Finally, we prove that we may have (iv) in Definition 2.1. Up to assuming that we applied the Komlós Lemma to pθ n q ně1 (which only reduces the superior limits and increase the inferior limits, thus preserving the previous properties) under the probability µpdxq b ř ně1 2´nδ fnpxq pdyq, where pf n q ně1 Ă L 0 pR d , R d q is chosen such that tf n pxq : n ě 1u Ă affIpxq is dense in affIpxq for all x P R d as in the proof of Lemma 6.1, we may assume without loss of generality that pθ n q converges pointwise on tX P N 1c µ u X tY P IpXqu. Then let N n µ P N µ be from Definition 2.1 (iv) for θ n . Let N µ " Y ně1 N n µ Y N 1 µ . Let A :" tX P N c µ u X tY P IpXqu, 1 A θ is Borel measurable as the pointwise limit of Borel measurable functions 1 A θ n , as the medial limit coincides with the real limit when convergence holds. l
